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My teaching experiences raised questions about the nature of literacy, 
especially about its relationship with education and schooling. Common 
sense, straightforward definitions of literacy failed to address those questions 
adequately, and that inadequacy led to the study which culminates in this 
thesis. In Pursuit of Literacy focuses on literacy in order to explore answers to 
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of literacy, then by examining research into the implications of such an 
understanding, and finally by analyzing the historical link between literacy 
and schooling in the United States with that understanding as a basis. 
This thesis arrives at its initial problematized understanding by 
considering historical and contemporary definitions of literacy and standards 
for measuring it, revealing that context plays a central role in these 
definitions and standards. This work then posits a literacy uncertainty 
principle, analogous to Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle in physics, 
emphasizing the definer's role and purpose as necessary elements in any 
understanding of literacy itself. A view of literacy as a contextualized human 
activity rather than an abstract and narrowly defined concept emerges from 
this problematization. 
This study then examines some implications of this view. Three 
metaphors commonly identified with literacy provide a basis for analyzing 
these implications. Finally, literacy as schooling, a fourth metaphor is 
considered in an historical context, tracing possible sources of confusion 
between the demands of schooling and those of literacy. The conclusions 
drawn here help clarify the relationship between schools and literacy. 
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 IN PURSUIT OF LITERACY 
OF TENSIONS, CONTRADICTIONS, AND QUESTIONS 
During the summer between my first and second years as a teacher in 
the public schools, our district's newly appointed Assistant Superintendent in 
Charge of Curriculum and Personnelthat was his titlerequired the 
middle school language arts department where I worked to revise its 
curriculum and dovetail it with the high school English program. Until that 
summer, the middle school had pursued the pedagogy that studies of 
adolescent development recommended for middle schools. The school had 
done what it could to offer choices for students in its curriculum and to build 
activities around student interests. Our language arts courses, for example, 
required students to pass a grammar and composition proficiency test after an 
introductory course of review. Students who did not score 70% or better on 
that test entered a basic skills class, modified to avoid simply repeating 
content and to address other student needs as well: some form of reading and 
literature made up more of the basic skills curriculum as the school year 
progressed. Students who passed the skills class entered the elective program. 
We varied this program every six weeks by offering an assortment of classes 
in the novel, poetry, drama, television, and children's literature from which 
students made three choices. We then scheduled the classes that had 
garnered the most interest, or at least the most enrollees. 
This approach did not sit well with the high school, nor with the new 
assistant superintendent, who had been the high school principal until his 
promotion. Though we demonstrated that our curriculum already met his 
goals and objectives, first in the proficiency test and then in the elective 
classes, he insisted that we tie them all to a basic grammar book and that we 
promise to follow that curriculum to the letter. After all, the high school was 
a nononsense school. Its curriculum, by all reports, clicked like welltuned 
machinery. Each set of sub skills led stepbystep, objectivebyobjective to 
the next, and all supported the development of higher level skills such as 2 
composing the fiveparagraph essay. In the new regime, we were all expected 
to enter this behavioristic domain and follow the curriculum stepbystep 
through the grammar text. 
The next year, in a spirit of cooperation, we did so. We worked our 
way methodically through Warriner's Seventh Grade Grammar, 
Warriner's Eighth Grade Grammar, and Warriner's Ninth Grade 
Grammar. I don't remember reading any literature that year, though I want 
to believe that we did. Our classrooms were quiet and orderly. We spent no 
time making choices, creating new courses, or switching classes.  I no longer 
met with my colleagues, other than as we stood hall duty between classes, but 
our curriculum insured that all students were on the same page at the same 
time, covering the same information.  It also insured that all of usteachers 
and studentswere doing what the new assistant superintendent wanted us 
to do in order to implement his reform agenda. 
Questions 
The question, "What is literacy?" had never occurred to me as such 
before this experience, nor had it ever been put to me. I had been asked why I 
wanted to teach, what I thought a good English curriculum entailed, and, 
infrequently, what my philosophy of education was, but never what I 
considered the nature of literacy to be. I assumed literacy was what happened 
in school: we learn to read and write, with an emphasis on reading. We learn 
to read because reading is an integral part of our culture, our 
worldespecially in school. This assumption was based on my view of the 
school system as a sort of natural phenomenon driven by knowledge, which 
was itself a selfcontained entity, glowing on the horizon like the Emerald 
City, discernible from many perspectives, but approachable mainly through 
literacy. 
However, when the means of developing literacy, if not its definition 
as well, changed by administrative decree from studentoriented activities to 
a class set of grammars and improved test scores, so did my perceptions of it.  I 3 
realize now that my perceptions of literacy had changed several times before 
then, in a more or less steady evolution, but contact with someone who 
apparently thought of literacy as another way to get people to toe his line 
jolted that evolution. 
An incident in my classroom led me to this view of the assistant 
superintendent's version of language arts education as a means of social 
control. He visited my classroom several times to evaluate our progress, and 
on one such visit, several students looked up from their books when he 
walked in. He later criticized their response and my laxity in allowing it. At 
that point, I realized the extent to which his curriculum was intended for 
something besides education and literacy.  It aimed at controlling all aspects of 
schooling in the district. Of course, his criticism was an example of the 
process of schooling taken to an extreme, but it did support my notion that 
not everything that advanced that process also contributed somehow to 
education or literacy. 
This led me to question the relationships among literacy, schools, and 
education. Partially in response to the experiences of my second year in 
teaching, I began to see them more as separate processes, though I was unsure 
how that could be, since they seemed so inextricably bound together. 
Nonetheless, I came to define schoolingas opposed to educationas the 
processes through which a culture inculcates conformity to its norms. 
Though it can obviously be overemphasized and otherwise misused, 
schooling is not inherently a fallacious or unnecessary part of education. 
Even people who would oppose a culture might succeed more in doing so if 
they know something about it.  Nonetheless, it seems that schooling does not 
always advance education, which I take to be the process of providing an 
arena in which individuals can apply their abilities to discover and develop 
their potential in relation to their own interests and the demands of their 
larger environment. As such, education can and does occur outside of school 
(as it has throughout most of human history) as well as in school. In 
Uncommon Sense, teacher and author John Mayher points to language 4 
learning, most of which takes place by age five, as a prime example of 
extra-curricular education (84). 
While the work of authorities like Mayher, John Dewey, and Henry 
Giroux, among others, supports and has at least partially informed my 
notions of schooling and education, the definitions I have just offered merely 
abstract practices that are usually much more immediate and down-to-earth 
than such definitions may indicate: those practices take on different aspects as 
they develop in classrooms. For one thing, education and schooling may be 
separate processes, but they are not isolated. Rarely do teachers and students 
walk into a classroom planning to work on schooling Monday and 
Wednesday, and education the rest of the week. Nonetheless, understanding 
what is essential about schooling and about education allows us to recognize 
their differences more readily, to know when we are engaging in one or the 
other, and to understand better which is suitable in certain contexts. 
However, in working toward this understanding, I found it difficult to 
understand literacy and to determine its relationship to schooling and 
education. That difficulty led me to realize again and again that my 
abstractions, useful though they may be to me, don't fully depict the 
phenomena of schooling and education. 
For example, if education is an integral part of human activity and can 
take place somewhere other than school, what is the function of schools? 
Historian Gerald Gutek notes that for our Puritan forefathers, "School was 
the place to learn the basics of religion and literacy; work was to be done at 
home and on the farm" (9). Even if we substitute the term culture for 
religion in this quote and elevate the meaning of work from mere labor and 
chore-doing to any productive human activity, we still have a definition of 
school as a very specialized institution with a very circumscribed mission. 
And since the seventeenth century, that mission has been literacy. Now, not 
only does that narrowly defined notion of school seem to run counter to the 
value of education as an integrated, life-long process, but contemporary 
studies indicate that literacy develops best in conjunction with "world 
knowledge," the sort of information we gain through hands-on experiences 5 
and through communicating in a variety of ways in different contexts, the 
work place, for example. This world knowledge, or background information, 
helps us identify, define, and organize the new information that we acquire 
in the process of becoming literate (Chall; Marzano). The contradiction of a 
specialized mission requiring general experiences further complicates 
investigations into the schooleducationliteracy connection. 
The difficulty of defining these relationships also led to other questions 
about my role as a teacher. Because I was interested in literature and 
composition, for instance, my definition of literacy education rested on some 
almost unconscious assumptions. One was that students would come to me 
knowing how to read, that someone else would have taught them their ABCs 
and their decoding skills. My part in the push toward universal literacy was 
to strengthen and refine those skills, to open the doors of the vast culture of 
literature that lay beyond the fundamental skills. Exposure to that world 
would enrich my students' lives, and the process of examining the elements 
of that worldmetaphors, ironies, themes, symbolswould enlarge their 
capacities both to discover and to absorb that world. And all of this would 
sharpen their analytical thinking skills, hence the connection between 
literature, experience, and thinking that Louise Rosenblatt advances in 
Literature as Exploration. This was the rationale for doing what I did as a 
secondary school teacher, and it suggested that the fundamentals of literacy 
were the concerns of another level of teachers. But did I understand what 
those fundamentals were and how to address them in my classroom? After 
all, my definition of education as an arena for developing one's potential 
suggested that if some students needed to develop those fundamentals, then I 
should help them do so rather than rely on the process of schooling to sort 
them into appropriate levels: those who were ready for critical thinking and 
those who were not. At the middle school, we had tried both sorting and 
developing students with our coreandelective curriculum, but this effort 
was no longer an acceptable form of schooling, education, or literacy. 6 
Contradictions 
Small wonder, then, that many of us, including assistant 
superintendents in charge of curriculum and personnel, rely on phonics, 
spellers, grammars, and rules of language usage as bases for literacy education, 
even though such determinations about literacy ignore questions about its 
larger purpose and context. They may even ignore questions about the 
intents and situations of the people or institutions who advance such 
concepts, but questions about schooling, education, and literacy keep 
surfacing, keep challenging our reliance on these approaches, and urging us 
to consider other approaches to schooling, education, and literacy. Such 
considerations form the basis for this work. Rather than attempt all of these 
issues at once, though, I have chosen to pursue the one we call literacy, for 
interest in literacy propels my interests in schooling and education. 
The understanding of literacy developed here grows out of my 
experiences as a teacher and a student concerned with improving literacy, my 
students' as well as my own. Those experiences have given rise to as many 
contradictions and questions as solutions. Because of those contradictory 
elements, what emerges here is a problematized understanding of literacy as a 
contextualized phenomenon that cannot be conclusively defined or 
measured. Instead, this understanding urges almost constant, contextualized 
reconsiderations of literacy as a means of developing it, a suggestion that is 
congruent with reading specialist Jeanne Chall's depiction of reading 
development at both its incipient and advanced stages. This is the meaning 
of problematized literacy as applied in this work: a contextualized 
phenomenon that cannot be conclusively defined, but that yields further 
insights and questions about its nature with continued analysis. In support of 
such a view of literacy, this work then considers some of its implications in 
relation to other activities, an analysis which contributes to understanding 
literacy's role in human activities. Of special concern, again, is the 
relationship between schooling and literacy, and as this study explores that 
relationship, a fruitfully skeptical, problematized view of it develops as well. 7 
For that analysis and in other areas of this work, I rely on the 
distinctions between schooling and education stated earlier, because it is 
literacy I choose as my focus, and a finer distinction of other terms would blur 
that focus. One of the analogies for literacy (literacy as subatomic 
eventdetailed in the next section) considers the implications of such 
choices in more detail, but this may be a good place to point out that several 
of the authorities on these topics (Chall is one example) take pains to 
acknowledge both the complexity that leads them to limit the focus of their 
discussions and the misconceptions that may arise because of those 
selfimposed limits. Such misconceptions are often voiced by people who 
dismiss the caveats and insist that nothing is problematic about literacy, 
schooling, or education that a little more discipline or money won't fix. 
Rather than such assurances, my focus comes with caveats. 
Supporting and informing my experiences, the major sources for this 
study include Deborah Brandt's Literacy as Involvement, which focuses on 
what successful writers and readers actually do with literate skills, and Jeanne 
Chall's study of how those skills develop in Stages in the Development of 
Reading. In Cultural Literacy by E. D. Hirsch, Jr. and Uncommon Sense by 
John Mayher, I found articulated the two prevalent and often conflicting 
views of how schools and teachers should support that skill development; 
and Paulo Freire and Donaldo Macedo's Literacy offered yet another view of 
the definition, development, and pedagogy of literacy. Eugene Kintgen, Barry 
Kroll, and Mike Rose's wideranging anthology, Perspectives on Literacy, 
provided a sense of the history of literacy, and that sense was sharpened by 
Miles Myers' "Shifting Standards of LiteracyThe Teacher's Catch-22" and 
Edward Stevens, Jr.'s "The Anatomy of Mass Literacy in NineteenthCentury 
United States." Gerald Gutek's Education in the United States, An Historical 
Perspective and Herbert Kleibard's The Struggle for the American 
Curriculum 1893-1958 offered invaluable insights into the history of 
schooling and education in this country. Numerous other sources provided 
informative perspectives and theoretical background, from Jerry Campbell's 
explication of communication theory in Grammatical Man, to John Dewey's 8 
overview of Democracy and Education, and I have enjoyed learning from 
many other authors not mentioned in this introduction. 
This catalog of sources, ranging from histories to theoretical science, 
may seem eclectic to someone expecting the premise that literacy is the ability 
to read and write and that one method of gaining those skills is superior to 
the rest. Indeed, this is the view of literacy that some administrators, 
teachers, parents, and even students hope to cling to, usually because it clearly 
determines an entire curriculum, as the Assistant Superintendent in Charge 
of Curriculum and Personnel believed. It is common sense, straightforward, 
unproblematic. The only question such a view of literacy may admit is, 
"Which one is that superior method?" 
That question, however, has been asked in American schools at least 
since Horace Mann declared his choice in the matter (whole language); and its 
answers, as comprehensive and definitive as they have been since then, have 
still left space for problematized views of schooling, education, and 
especiallyliteracy (Levine 38). Exploring that space, I have moved toward 
the following understanding of literacy. 9 
TOWARD AN UNDERSTANDING OF LITERACY 
In physics, Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle asserts that experimental 
results depend as much on what an experimenter looks forand howas 
they do on the subject of the experiment itself. Similarly, definitions of 
literacy depend as much on who is defining it, for what purpose, and in what 
context, as they do on any qualities inherent in the phenomenon of literacy 
itself. As I have noted, many determinations about literacy do not recognize 
this aspect of it, and often result in views of literacy as a straightforward yet 
unyieldingly difficult issue that must be resolved in one way only, so that it 
seems to crouch like a sphinx along the road to education, enlightenment, 
and empowerment. The following discussion, though, means to bring the 
recognition of literacy as a contextualized phenomenon into focus. It means, 
in part, to problematize literacy, to reaffirm its place in the context of human 
activity from which it originated and in which it remains vital, however 
much it may elude complete understanding. 
This discussion focuses on four characteristics that mark literacy as a 
problematized event: literacy is situated in a context; it is an ability rather 
than a status; it works to create a text; and it is inclusive. Just as Heisenberg's 
photon can be said to have mass and velocity yet cannot be precisely described 
in both of those terms at once, so literacy may be characterized by these four 
attributes yet cannot be precisely defined by them. It is a problematized 
phenomenon, one that remains open to investigation. This problematized 
view is not a relativistic claim that one view of literacy is as meaningful as 
another due to the complexity of the situation. Rather, this understanding 
suggests that any determination about literacy should explicitly consider its 
source, purpose, and context as elements of its definition of literacy. After 
recognizing the complex issues that often surround literacy, the 
problematized approach attempts to operate within that complexity instead of 
despite it. 10 
Literacy In Context 
As an example of the role context plays in literate activities, consider 
that seventeenth and eighteenthcentury New England Puritans believed 
the ability to read the Bible was necessary for good citizens in this world and 
for the salvation in the next. They also believed that this abilityliteracy 
would lead to economic prosperity as well. "Good Calvinists, therefore, had 
to be literate; illiterate and uneducated people... had to be idle, ignorant, and 
evil" (Gutek 5). However, Suzanne de Castell and Allan Luke point out in 
"Defining 'Literacy' in North American Schools" that the ability to read 
Scripture, the ability marking the good and prosperous New Englander for 
salvation, was often merely the ability to recite passages from memory, "even 
though it might involve uncomprehending repetition" (160).  Miles Myers 
of the Berkeley Writing Project and reading specialist Jeanne Chall also 
characterize eighteenthand nineteenthcentury literacy with behaviors that, 
in many modern contexts, would be accepted as limited forms of literacy at 
best. However, these behaviors identified people as literate in their historical 
contexts. 
One view of these characterizations is that the Puritan patriarch who 
could open his Bible to the correct page and recite passages from it but could 
not actually decode all the print was as illiterate as the modern child who 
scribbles her jagged and looping forms on a piece of paper and then "reads" it 
to her mother. An equally tenable view, though, is that both these people are 
engaging in appropriate prereading activities and are as literate for their 
situations as is the multipledoctorate physicist writing to explain the 
universal weak force to a lay audience. After all, Chall goes to some lengths 
in Stages in the Development of Reading to point out the similarities 
between the literacy of prereading and that of the most advanced stages of 
reading. Using text as a springboard for creating knowledge is one relevant 
example of these similarities (17-18). 
Situations like these, in which context argues for consideration as a 
factor in the investigation, indicate a sort of uncertainty principle at work in 
definitions of literacy as well as of the physical universe. This principle 11 
suggests that literacy is not a constant phenomenon, like the speed of light, 
and that discussions and decisions about literacy should recognize its 
variability and complexity. Defining literacy may be analogous to defining 
matter, the elemental stuff of the universe, in other ways, too, as Chall's 
comments about the value of reading indicate: 
Reading, like income, has both an absolute and a relative 
value. Just forty years ago, an 8thgrade reading level was 
typical of people 25 years old or over, and that was considered 
above the standard of minimal literacy. Today, the average is 
an 11th to 12thgrade level. Although it means a much 
higher reading ability, it probably has about the same relative 
value as an 8thgrade level had 40 years ago. (3) 
Again, as with other theories of relativity, the context from which we assess 
value plays a role in that assessment. This "literacy uncertainty principle" 
highlights the questionable nature of strict, decontextualized stipulations 
about literacy, and supports the exploration and development of 
problematized views of literacy, particularly in relation to schooling. 
This statement of purpose should be read as part of the context for this 
discussion of literacy, of course, just as purpose should be considered in other 
discussions of the subject. For, as with understanding aspects of a photon as a 
moving particle, comprehending aspects of literacy as a human activity 
related to knowledge may indeed depend on understanding the role of the 
investigator as much as it does on qualities of literacy itself. Consider 
Professor E. D. Hirsch, Jr.'s concerns about literacy as a sort of cultural cement. 
His investigations focus on those concerns and follow a particular line of 
questioning; a different focus and different questions could yield a different 
view of literacy. John Mayher, for example, is more concerned with "the 
processes of meaningful language use" than with the content of curriculum 
that concerns Hirsch, so Mayher views cultural literacy as a dialogue between 
individuals and their cultures rather than as the somewhat monolithic body 
of information that Hirsch proclaims every American needs to know 
(Mayher 37, 44). Hirsch places literacy in the context of schooling, the process 12 
of inculcating cultural values, whereas Mayher situates literacy in the context 
of extracurricular education as well as schoolbased education. These 
contexts influence each man's perceptions of and conclusions about literacy. 
Likewise, understanding literacy may depend heavily on the context 
within which questions about it are discussed. Hirsch's concerns about 
cultural literacy may have seemed less relevant than they do now if he had 
raised them during the 1930s, when changes in many aspects of American 
culture were not only accepted, but expected. And Mayher's explanations of 
the dialogic nature of language development and the need "to recognize that 
genuine cultural literacy derives from meaningful encounters with the 
cultures one is to become literate in" may have seemed puzzling if not 
unpatriotic to midnineteenth century middle class Americans (43). These 
perceptions suggest that a significant component in understanding literacy is 
that of accounting for influences like the relationship between subject and 
investigator and the contexts of both. 
This contextualized understanding may be useful to those of us 
concerned with literacy, not solely because of what it determines about the 
phenomenon, but because it foregrounds the method of questioningour 
contextas part of its determination. This foregrounding may provide a 
perspective for evaluating statements and practices about literacy, and so help 
us perceive what to do next to develop literacy in specific situations. It should 
help us see which policies or pedagogy are most congruent with those 
contexts. Should we wish students to be literate enough to pass standardized 
tests of cultural knowledge, we would proceed one way; should we wish them 
to be literate enough to participate in ongoing discussions about the 
elements of culture, we would probably proceed in another way; and should 
we wish students to be able to do both, we would proceed with yet another 
formulation of policies and pedagogy. One example of the significance of 
context might be found in applying Paulo Freire's emancipatory literacy in 
the United States rather than in the developing nations for which it was 
formulated: not all of Freire's practices fit the context of a developed nation, 13 
yet his underlying theory of literacy as a tool for developing a consciousness 
that operates to understand and transform one's world seems quite 
appropriate here. 
The Contexts of Definition 
The focal point of the uncertainty principle in physics and literacy is 
the roles of the investigator and context, but consider another telling point of 
analogy between literacy and physical phenomena. Literacy and matter both 
seem easily defined, deceptively so. Just as we might read the periodic chart 
of elements (or the pervasive presence of earth, air, fire, and water) as the 
definitive statement of the building blocks of all matter, we might be more 
stipulative about literacy if we don't study it too closely. For example, when I 
began training to be a teacher, I would have defined literacyhad I actually 
been asked to do soas the quality of being well read, and I was certain that 
the more one read, especially of the great books, the more literate one was. 
This understanding was based on the assumption that everyone knew how to 
read because they were taught that in school. That is what schools did, I 
assumed. Shortly, though, I learned that literacy was comprised of the set of 
skills that enabled one to read, and I began to understand the difficulties some 
people faced in gaining and using those skills. Eventually I viewed literacy 
as the ability to read and write clearly, then as the set of skills and attitudes 
that promoted reading and clear writing, then as the sets of abilities and 
attitudes that enable one to read, write, and think clearly. Now I also agree 
with the many commentators who insist that a literate person is one who is 
able to evaluate events critically and take part in shaping them (Freire and 
Macedo 12). 
My interactions with literacy and with students as subjects in my 
classroom, like those of a physicist with the subject of his experiment, 
changed my definition of literacy. In effect, they changed the nature of 
literacy for me and for my students. My awareness of those changes led me to 
question the nature of literacy, and this, too, changed the nature of literacy for 
me. Like matter's subatomic phenomena of quark, charge, and spin, the 14 
phenomenon of literacy includes a variety of elements that emerge on close 
inspection and elude easy, precise definition. Deborah Brandt addresses this 
problematized character of literacy in the opening pages of her work, Literacy 
as Involvement: 
To ask "What is literacy?" is to ask, most of all how literacy is 
to be understood. For some, literacy is a technology; for 
others, a cognitive consequence; for still others, a set of 
cultural relationships; yet for others, a part of the highest 
human impulse to think and rethink experience in place. 
Literacy is a complex phenomenon, making problems of 
perspective and definition inevitable. (Brandt, 1) 
This complexity is not merely a result of contemporary conditions, 
either, at least no more so than electrons and neutrons are results of our 
modern abilities to detect them. The previous example of the New England 
colonies' approach to literacy offers obvious examples of cultural values 
(religious, economic, and political) linked to literacy, and the same 
interrelated nature of literacy and culture is evident in the rest of the 
colonies. The midAtlantic colonies established schools for the worldly 
reasons of preserving and transmitting the language and culture of each of 
the groups that colonized that area, primarily the Dutch, English, and 
Germans. American cultural pluralism originated not only in the region's 
linguistic diversity, but also in the various forms schooling took there (Gutek 
11). The region's commercial interests found the "3 Rs" to be an asset to 
their work force and so supported this variety of schools. Education in the 
southern colonies had a more laissezfaire character, often some form of 
home schooling.  Its purpose, the preservation of class distinctions, was 
still identified with literacy, though. The ability to read and write, especially 
in Greek and Latin, marked members of the upper class, and Greek, Latin, and 
the classics of European culture formed the curriculum of colonial 
universities. The curriculum of grammar, theology, and philosophy 
underscored the importance of literacy, and set the pattern for all levels of 
schooling in the colonies (13-17). 15 
While pointing out the historical roots of the link between schooling 
and literacy in this country, this sketch also highlights the difficulties of 
defining literacy and its relationship with schooling, which was clearly 
influenced by the cultures, religions, economies, and social and political 
structures of the time. Was literacy the ability to recite Scripture in English, 
write shipping orders in New York, or parse Vergil's Latin? Furthermore, 
due to some of these social and political structures, schools were not always 
the primary agents of literacy. Blend the Enlightenment weltgeist and the 
scientific revolution of the eighteenth century into a nineteenth century 
when "the printed word...was intruding on the insulation that had 
characterized American society of an earlier period," and we may begin to see 
literacy as a product of many interrelated influences rather than just a status, 
talent, or social skill (Kleibard 3). 
Add to all these intertwined contexts the fact that the standards for 
identifying a literate person changed throughout history as well, and the 
definition of literacy becomes even more problematized. We cannot simply 
look back to old standards for our definition, for they, too, were 
contextualized. The "uncomprehending repetition" of deCastell and Luke's 
study of literacy is a case in point. Uncomprehending repetition, in the form 
of passing multiplechoice quizzes on the way to high school graduation, for 
example, is no longer an acceptable standard of literacy, and today it seems 
questionable as a standard at all. But it did fit the times, and it is not the only 
measure of literacy that has changed. This view of contextualized standards 
calls to mind the uncertainty principle that undercuts precise stipulations 
about literacy, and it reintroduces the analogy between the phenomena of 
literacy and matter. 
Contextualized Standards 
Just as Heisenberg's predecessors demonstrated that light behaves as a 
wave and as a particle, students of the phenomenon of literacy point out that 
it, too, behaves in different ways according to context. Miles Myers identifies 16 
four standards of literacy that have obtained throughout the history of the 
United States. Signature literacy, the ability to sign one's name, served as a 
standard from the mid-1700's to the mid-1800's. Recitation literacy, a 
standard based on school attendance and the ability to sign one's name and 
recite passages from memory or read familiar passages aloud, meant literacy 
from 1850 to the early 1900's, then comprehension literacy emerged during 
World War I. This standard included the ability to read and follow 
instructions, unfamiliar material, written at the fifthgrade level, and was 
adopted by public schools as the standard of literacy for all students in the 
1950's. Finally, according to Myers, applied or functional literacy for the 
information age includes "writing... as a primary technique for analyzing a 
problem and discovering what one knows and does not know" (28). 
Reading specialist Jeanne Chall's Stages in the Development of 
Reading draws similar conclusions about the contextualized nature of literacy 
standards, supporting a problematized view of literacy, though this is not her 
explicit purpose. Linking her developmental scheme directly to cultural 
history, Chall connects signature literacy with Stage 1 reading (decoding) and 
recitation literacy with Stage 2 reading, which she identifies as "Confirmation, 
Fluency, Ungluing from Print" (21). Both of these, she points out, are 
congruent with the requirements of agrarian societies like Colonial 
America. These societies' relatively simple and stable information base could 
be passed orally, directly, not only from neighbor to neighbor, but from 
generation to generation as well. Thus, there was little need for literate 
practices except among a few scribes and rulers. Stage 3, Reading for Learning 
the New, is comparable to Myers' comprehension literacy, and it is 
a relatively recent advancement in the evolution of reading. 
It brought with it the capacity to acquire one's own new 
knowledge and to experience the estheticaffective reaction 
through reading. (Chall 143) 
Finally, according to Chall, the more complex and extensive nature of 
technical and scientific work in the information age require greater numbers 17 
of people who are proficient in reading Stages 4 (Multiple Viewpoints) and 5, 
in which "the reader constructs knowledge for himself or herself" (24, 
142-44). 
Chall's explanation of this highest stage of reading development 
presents a very openended, ongoing stage of literate development, in 
which participants challenge and extend their abilities and the nature of 
literacy itself by becoming increasingly aware of their relationship with it. 
Such contextual awareness is integral to understanding literacy, especially to 
understanding it as a process that constantly poses and answers the question 
of what to do with it next. Viewing literacy as process presents another aspect 
of the literacyphysics analogy, and, as if to energize that analogy from a 
compositional studies perspective, Brandt works toward a conception of 
literacy as "the ability to manage an event, an event that does not very much 
resemble a text" and includes "what Ragnar Rommetveit calls the 
'temporarily shared social reality' that a text is realizing" (8). 
Focus Creates Context 
These concepts seem lightyears away from that of literacy as reading a 
canon of literary works, the concept with which I began teaching. They seem 
almost as far from the skillsoriented concept of literacy I later developed, 
too, though part of Brandt's argument is that managing a text's social reality 
is a literate skill, one that Chall identifies as a higher stage of reading 
development. Still, these concepts of literacy may even seem part of a 
different universe, complicated and irrelevant to what people do with 
reading and writing in their daily lives. In fact in their own work, Brandt, 
Chall, and other authorities simplify their tasks by focusing on one aspect of 
literacy. Chall, for example, recognizes the important relationship between 
reading and writing and admits that she limited her focus to reading because 
including composition studies would add years to her work; and in her work, 
Brandt "adamantly focuses on" the ability to read and write because she sees 
attainment of that skill as a central problem for so many people (10). Like 18 
nuclear physicist who chooses to measure a particle's position instead of its 
velocity in an experiment (because both factors are not measurable at the 
same time), these specialists gain clarity about certain aspects of literacy by 
ignoring certain others. They create a context. 
They do so consciously, though, and inform their readers about their 
choices, their methods of questioning, and the ensuing ramifications. Their 
efforts avoid compounding the confusion about literacy that others create by 
insisting that it is, after all, a simple phenomenon. Brandt, for example, 
acknowledges that "the mere ability" to read and write presents an 
"unproblematic model" of literacy, and she then discusses views like Robert 
Pattison's "intriguing argument that a person... already has to be literate in 
order to read and write" (10). By contrast, Phyllis Schlafly's "Education, The 
Family, and Traditional Values" presents an example of a simplistic, 
decontextualized approach to literacy. Illiteracy is "the first and most 
important problem that is faced in the elementary schools today," she states, 
and she blames it on "the censorship of phonics books out of the first grade" 
(qtd. in Holtz 23). Given the bedrock of that position, Schlafly proceeds to 
lever the whole of society out of the degradation she sees it mired in. Definite 
solutions to specific problems, like those Schlafly proposes, have an appealing 
quality, the certain solidity of rock that calls into question the physicist's 
counter intuitive suggestion that rock is made up mostly of subatomic space. 
But gaps in the bedrock of phonics stand out in this verse from Jon Eisenson's 
Really Now, Why Can't Our Johnnies Read? 
The Pitfalls of English Spelling 
In his conscious fashion 
Cautiously Sean rationed 
His unburnished passion. 
"Pshaw," thought Lucretia 
Who had her own notion 
Of how Sean should fashion 
His expression of devotion. (11) 19 
The rules for spelling the sh phoneme might plug up a student's interest in 
the whole matter before it would these pitfalls. And other than context, 
what might improve a student's 25% chance of correctly decoding the 
following sentence?  I read about the one who took the lead. Besides, even 
the title of Schlafly's essay suggests there is more to literacy than phonics. 
Furthermore, the difficulties of helping people attain literacy that 
teachers face in a classroom, that governments face in legislation and 
funding, or that parents face at home are not reducible to just reading and 
writing. The allimportant prereading stage must be supported at home, for 
example, but much of the stimulus needed from home for preschoolers 
"requires more time, money (for books), and ability than may be available in 
some homes. Even a trip to the library is a great effort when both parents 
work" (Chall 15). Likewise, a pedagogylike phonicsthat may help many 
people attain a fifth grade reading level at the appropriate time does not help 
everyone. Does that mean that those students who struggle with reading in 
the fourth grade (the period when reading for learning develops, according to 
Chall) should be separated into special classes, abandoned to their own 
devices, tracked into maintenance work at the nuclear reactor, or what? Does 
the current relative value of twelfth grade reading skills mean that schools 
are less effective than they were forty years ago? 
Illiteracy in Context 
These questions move us closer to understanding literacy by 
underscoring what is at stake in such a definition, and by raising the question 
of how we assess literacy. Which standard should we use to measure it? 
Perhaps a definition of literacy and its concomitant standards would matter 
less if we did not invest so much in labels like "illiterate." Several 
authorities, Carl F. Kaestle among them, note the false dichotomy of literacy 
and illiteracy that such standards authorize, pointing out that literacy 
obtains by degrees rather than in eitheror absolutes (97). The example of the 20 
England patriarch and the preschooler is a case in point, and David and 
Lauren Resnick describe the larger and more pragmatic implications of the 
literateilliterate label when they point out that the United States still 
perceives itself as having a high rate of illiteracy 
because it is applying a criterion that requires, at a minimum, 
the reading of new material and the gleaning of new 
information from that material...a relatively recent [standard]  as 
applied to the population at large...[particularly when] not all 
segments of our population have come to demand literacy skills 
of the kind that educators, members of Congress and other 
government officials think necessary. (191) 
Historian Harvey Graff argues in this same vein but presents an even more 
ominous view of overly rigid definitions of literacy. In The Labyrinths of 
Literacy, he notes that the abilities to read, write, and exercise critical skills 
"in order to make the critical choices which democracy requires"  are among 
the most cherished of our Enlightenment notions, but he concludes, "Literacy 
can and has been employed for social control and political repression as well" 
(70). A case in point would be a decision to equate literacy with standardized 
test performance only, thus excluding curricula that might develop critical 
thinking skills to understand and change one's society. 
A final point about the denotations and connotations of literacy 
comes from the classroom. A new student entered my high school English 
class on a day when the first activity was independent reading. As I began 
explaining this activity to him, he interrupted me, saying, "I can't read."  I 
have known high school students who actually could not read, and this one 
seemed sincere, embarrassed about his admission. I considered our options, 
then continued explaining the assignment and encouraging him to try it. 
During independent reading, students read what they choose from any of the 
magazines, newspapers, or books in my classroom. They don't have to read 
a certain amount by any deadline, and they don't have to report on their 
reading, other than writing titles and page numbers in a reading log, a simple 
form I provide. 21 
"Oh, I can do that," he said after my explanation, and he did, selecting a 
novel and eventually finishing it, reading slowly but consistently and 
intently each opportunity he had in class. He also participated in other 
reading activities in class, though with more limited success and eagerness. I 
later asked him what he meant when he told me he couldn't read. He 
shrugged me off with an, "I don't know." I suspect that either he had been 
defined as illiterate earlier, or he had been subjected to the kind of literate 
practices that researchers and writers like Chall and Mayher decry: 
statisticallydriven, rulebased instruction meant to assure acquisition of 
comprehension skills and to measure that acquisition in percentages of 
correct answers in workbooks. "One may ask," Chall concludes, "whether 
many students don't come away from several years of this with the idea that 
reading is doing worksheets and getting the right answers" (173). Yet this is 
the view of reading too often inspired by conceptions of literacy narrow 
enough to be tied to specific pedagogies and tests, and it is a view that can 
determine the whole scope of literate practices, from reciting the alphabet to 
"reading" the great books. Such experiences underscore why efforts to 
simplify or define literacy seem counter-productive, especially for teachers. 
However, if a toonarrowly defined literacy is creates problems, so does 
one that is toobroadly defined, too relativistic.  If any skill that grows out of 
an individual's experience, works in a specific context, and enables one to 
survive in contemporary, postindustrial society can be defined as literacy, 
then attempts to work with, understand, and apply even one aspect of literacy 
within a context lose their focus. In essence, that understanding loses its 
context: the tracers indicating the photon's path in a cloud chamber blur into 
the background, and literacy agents emerge on the other side with a 
decontextualized, relativistic vision of literacy in which computerdriven, 
behavioristic programs seem interchangeable with the pedagogy of 
meaningful language use. 22 
Literacy as Ability 
If, then, literacy is not success with phonics workbooks, packaged 
reading programs, and standardized tests, on the one hand, nor, on the other, 
a universal and protean catalog of skills, attitudes, technologies, knowledge, 
and consciousnesseswhat is it? The previous discussion considered the 
first of the four characteristics that this analysis attributes to a problematized 
literacy, that of the contextualized nature of literacy. At this point, we turn to 
the second of the attributes, literacy as ability rather than status, so our inquiry 
might sharpen its focus by asking what kind of ability we mean. Most 
conceptions of literacy presented so far have at least mentioned the ability to 
read. Carl F. Kaestle's definition of literacy as "the ability to decode and 
comprehend written language at a rudimentary level" begins with this basic 
characteristic and moves beyond decoding skills to well within Chall's Stage 2 
of reading development (fluency) and at least entering Myers's 
comprehension literacy of the modern era (Kaestle 96). This definition is 
satisfactory as a benchmark of sorts in that one either can or cannot meet its 
stipulations.  It is also congruent with Kaestle's and Chall's views of literacy 
as a matter of degree, allowing that one may be able to claim this rudimentary 
literacy in theoretical physics while also being much more literate in ethics, 
aerodynamic engineering, or some other context. 
The scope of Kaestle's definition becomes more apparent when 
compared with E. D. Hirsch's definition in Cultural Literacy: 
The chief function of literacy is to make us masters of this 
standard instrument of knowledge and communication, 
thereby enabling us to give and receive complex information 
orally and in writing over time and space. (1987, 3) 
This is a useful definition as well, even admirable, particularly because it 
recognizes the importance of the function of literacy, its relationship to 
knowledge, and its connections with orality.  Its limitations lie in the phrases 
"masters of this standard instrument" and "complex information." This 
emphasis on mastery, standardization, and complex information acts as 23 
gatekeeper, a much more rigorous benchmark than Kaestle proposes. More 
importantly, it apparently denies that the various stages of reading 
development represent literacy worthy of support and commendation, and it 
discounts the roles of the sender and receiver, the social involvement that 
Brandt discusses. Hirsch's definition is in line with strongtext theories of 
literacy, including the idea that information is inherent in the text rather 
than created by its communicators, making a text "selfsufficient and 
selfreferential," an autonomous entity capable of affecting events in the 
world (Brandt 23). For example, Hirsch asserts that "written languages...must 
be adapted to anonymous situations in which the writer can't be sure who the 
reader will be," and so must contain selfsufficient and selfreferential 
information. The central point here, however, is that his definition works 
purposefully to exclude much of what many other authorities consider 
literate practices. 
On the other hand, Kaestle's implicitly more inclusive definition does 
not address constructing knowledge or writing to learn as concerns for 
literacy, qualities that Chall and Myers, among others, see as necessary aspects 
of literacy in the contemporary world. Kaestle's definition may offer us a less 
apocalyptic view of our literacy 'crisis' (or crises?) than that which Hirsch 
presents, and so help us keep perspective on the matter. Generally, though, 
we may expect something more of literacy than rudimentary abilities: I may 
be able to decode and comprehend written French at a rudimentary level, but 
I hesitate to call myself literate in that language because I may miss the 
metaphoric significance of phrases while translating their literal meaning 
well. This level of ability is Chall's Stage 2 of reading ability, and as such may 
be appropriate literacy for my ability with French. However, my awareness of 
the possibilities of language and my expectations for myself in using it 
limits my perceptions of myself as literate in French. (And if I have 
somehow gained those same perceptions about my native language, how 
literate might I strive to be in it?) 
This tension between achievement and expectation helps distinguish 
the problematized view of literacy as ability from definitions of it as a status. 24 
For example, Chall sees rudimentary abilitydecodingas literacy, but her 
openended scheme of development implies the problematized view that 
literacy is a continuously developing phenomenon. The way out of this 
labyrinth may follow Brandt's observation that what literacy is depends 
on how we choose to understand it.  It may also be that our understanding 
of literacy as ability depends on what we ask of it. Kaestle may ask too little, 
Hirsch too much. 
For deCastell and Luke, "being literate has always referred to having 
mastery over the processes by means of which culturally significant 
information is coded" (164). "Mastery" again obviously raises the stakes over 
rudimentary skill levels, but instead of being narrowed by standardization 
and complexity, the literacy threshold is kept clear, inclusive. Neither the 
processes nor the culture are determinedly standard, allowing, as Chall does, a 
range of abilities and situations in which being literate has a functional value. 
The term "significant" also balances between rudiments and complexity. For 
example, the information that a stop sign transmits is not complex, but it is 
significant. The same may be said of an elementary science text or an high 
school history text. Support for literacy as an ability emerges here and in 
deCastell and Luke's demonstration that "mastery" and "culturally significant 
information" have varied throughout North American history, along lines 
similar to Myers' five literacies and Chall's stages of reading development. 
Participation in a Text 
In addition to a process for encoding and decoding information, the 
concept of participation emerges repeatedly in definitions of literacy, and 
participation is the third characteristic in this analysis. For the most part, this 
concept is not limited to participation in literate culture. Rather, literacy is 
conceived of as a means to participate in the wider culture of one's society. 
DeCastell and Luke's notion of mastery of the codes of culturally significant 
information at least implies this level of participation, and the same 
characteristic is present in some of the uncomprehending recitation that 25 
marked literacy among North American colonists. Not only was such 
recitation and its concomitant signature literacy sufficient for the agrarian 
culture in which they were embedded, but as Gutek's historical work points 
out, the ability to "read" the Good Book was a culturally defined necessity 
for good citizens in this world and the next. Literacy, at whatever stage of 
reading development, allowed one to participate in one's culture; and this 
was true of the commercial, linguistic, and classconscious cultures of the 
midAtlantic and Southern colonies also. 
Likewise, active participation is essential to the contemporary 
concepts of literacy advanced by radical educators like Aronowitz and Giroux, 
and by Paulo Freire, who insists that literacy be seen as "an integral part of the 
way in which people produce, transform, and reproduce meaning," again, 
not as cultured people, but as people with a culture (142). The participatory 
element can also be read into Graff's criticism of literacy as a means of 
repression and social control, and he is more explicit about this element in 
his introduction to National Literacy Campaigns, remarking 
that if literacy refers to the ability to understand the basic 
issues confronting individuals in contemporary society, 
then illiteracy is pervasive in many industrially advanced 
nations with extensive systems of schooling. (22) 
In this case, literacy may not include the active participation that Aronowitz 
and Freire suggests, but certainly full participation in contemporary society 
is not possible without the ability to understand its basic issues. 
Other less politically oriented but equally problematized concepts of 
literacy also include the element of participation, however. The 
involvement in Brandt's Literacy as Involvement is essentially social, a 
participation in the construction of meaning via a text, making literacy less 
the ability to deal with a text and more "the broad ability to deal with other 
people as a writer or a reader" (14). For Brandt, "learning to read is learning 
that you are being written to, and learning to write is learning that you are 
writing to someone" (5). This notion of text unites the characteristic of 26 
participation with that of text. Furthermore, its perspective matches Chall's 
conceptualizations of the higher stages of reading development, from Stage 
4, when readers become aware of the multiple viewpoints associated with  a 
text, to Stage 5, when readers are capable of using text to construct and 
reconstruct their own world views. Stage 5 also marks the difficult transition 
from the conception of knowledge as an accumulation of correct facts to that 
of knowledge as "the qualitative assessment of contextual observations and 
relationships" (23). In other words, an experienced and capable reader 
consciously enters a relationship with a writer in order to understand that 
relationship and construct a knowledgeable view of it. The level of 
involvement readers and writers are able to sustain with a text at least 
partially determines its significance. 
In line with such involvement, participation as a characteristic of 
literacy is not unidirectional. That is, literacy is not the sole key to 
knowledge of one's culture and the world and to participation in them, 
though definitions like Hirsch's and the bibliocentric pedagogy of many 
schools indicate that this is so. Chall and Freire both assert that literacy and 
world knowledge share a more mutual relationship, enabling a person to 
participate in both more and more. As writers and readers develop their 
abilities, becoming more general and less printbound, more inferential, 
more critical, and more constructive, their knowledge of the world 
becomes increasingly important. This is especially true at the ability level 
Chall calls Stage 3, reading and writingfor comprehension, to learn 
the new. Chall asserts the interrelationship of literacy and "knowledge of the 
world" throughout her work, noting the "circularity" of education, 
reading, and world knowledge, and emphasizing the importance of 
"acquiring more and more knowledge of the world necessary for 
understanding what is read" (8,12,89). 
Paulo Freire also writes of the need to read the world (as a text) as well 
as the word in gaining literacy. In fact, he places the ability to read the world 
as prerequisite to the ability to read the word: 27 
Reading does not consist merely of decoding the written 
word or language; rather, it is preceded by and intertwined 
with knowledge of the world. Language and reality are 
dynamically interconnected. The understanding attained 
by critical reading of a text implies perceiving the 
relationship between text and context. (129) 
Accordingly, one value of literacy may be the extent to which it increases 
people's ability to participate in their culture and in a wider society of 
multiple contexts and relationships. Such participation, in turn, expands 
literate knowledge and abilities. 
In summary, then, a viable, problematized understanding of literacy 
may be based on four characteristics common to the discussions reviewed in 
this analysis. To begin with, literacy is created, functions, and should be 
assessed within a context of human interactions with it.  This characteristic 
means that Heisenberg's statements about our interactions with nature apply 
in the realm of literacy studies as well: "What we observe is not nature [or 
literacy] itself, but nature exposed to our methods of questioning" (qtd. in 
Zukav 136). Definitions of literacy often coalesce around what the definer 
wants literacy to do and even around what he or she wants to do with 
literacy. A second characteristic, one common to many of the definitions 
offered on the topic, is literacy as an ability rather than a status. As an ability, 
it develops in stages or degrees and, as Chall suggests, it is open ended, 
progress through its levels being a continuous process of extension and 
refinement (12, 89). A third characteristic of literacy is its focus on creating a 
text, though the notion of text may need to be broadened to include such 
events as oral statements, thoughts, and even actions. One approach to this 
broadened notion of text is to consider Brandt's statement about written texts, 
which 
are the way they are because they facilitate the work of 
writing and reading. They are not merely the objects of 
outcome for writers nor the objects of consumption for 
readers. They are the means by which presenttense literate 
acts are carried out. (99) 28 
In this case, any event that works to convey meaning that engages the critical 
or metaphorical thinking processes of a reader, who may also be its writer, is 
a text. The final characteristic of this notion of literacy is inclusion. Literacy 
enables people to construct and participate in their cultural conversation. 
Conclusion 
The four characteristics of literacy that emerge from this analysis 
contribute to a problematized understanding of literacy. Such an 
understanding is viable, not despite its inconclusive nature, but because of it. 
Inviting and creating interpretations and questions, it remains openended, 
rather like Chall's highest stage of reading development. This understanding 
permits statements about literacy like, "It is the ability to participate in the 
process of creating significant texts," as long as we keep in mind that the 
significance of each term in such a statement varies with context. Just as 
Heisenberg's photon (in apparent violation of common sense) may be 
measured precisely in terms of position or velocity, but not both, so literacy 
may be more definitely determined as one or another of these 
characteristicsif we acknowledge the blurring of its other attributes and the 
subsequent problematic and troublesome definition that results from such a 
perspective. For example, Sneetches, Charlotte's Web, and the "Bill of 
Rights" may all be significant texts, but fourth grade students parroting the 
Bill of Rights cannot, according to the attribute of participation, be seen as 
literate, though they may be if they grasp the significance of Seuss's tale. 
Exploring the implications of this understanding of literacy encourages 
further discussion of the phenomenon's characteristics, one indication of 
its viable, problematized nature. 
Along these lines, another way of seeing the difference between 
problematic and problematized approaches to literacy may be to consider what 
questions each encourages. A problematic, narrowly defined, and 
decontextualized approach to literacy may see it as autonomous, existing 29 
outside human activities rather than as a creation of them, thus raising only 
the question of how literacy can best be attained. By contrast, seeing literacy in 
the context of human activity may lead to questions about its meaning and 
usefulness in those activities. These questions, especially with reference to 
schooling, form the basis for the next chapter in pursuit of literacy. 30 
ON METAPHORS AND IMPLICATIONS 
From histories of literacy campaigns to analyses of literacy's impact on 
oral culture, research supports problematized views of literacy (Graff; 
Havelock). In "Literacy in Three Metaphors," for example, Sylvia Scribner 
examines widely held conceptions of literacy and reveals their inherent 
difficulties, citing various studies throughout her analysis. Considering 
literacy as adaptation, as a modern survival skill, Scribner discovers 
complications in a "common sense...unproblematic" approach to 
"straightforward" issues of functional literacy; and after reviewing much 
research on the topic, she concludes that "even tender probing [of this 
approach] reveals the many questions of fact, value, and purpose that 
complicate its application" (75). 
Scribner, a psychologist who studies the influences of literacy on modes 
of thought, also points out inherent difficulties with two other ostensibly 
straightforward metaphors of literacy, literacy as personal and social 
empowerment, and literacy as virtue, "as a state of grace" (73). Scribner 
chooses these three metaphors for literacy because each is widely recognized 
and accepted as a vehicle that conveys some of the tenor of the complex 
human phenomenon we call literacy. The inability of each metaphor to 
convey the entire import of literacy suggests in itself the richly problematized 
nature of the phenomenon and supports approaches to literacy in which 
context and participant enter into determinations about literacy, from making 
policies regarding it to enacting pedagogy promoting it.  Scribner's analysis of 
these metaphors works to broaden support for a problematized notion of 
literacy and to clarify more fully that notion's significance. 
The three metaphors in Scribner's focus encompass a range of 
concerns: about the relationship between literacy and economic development, 
literacy and personal development, literacy and social transformation. Other 
concerns surface, too, in other considerations of literacy.  Its relationship to 
politics, culture, psychology, and linguistics create some of those concerns, for 31 
example, and the investigations inspired by them during the past twentyfive 
years have done much to demythologize literacy and ground it in human 
experience again. That grounding is one effect of problematized views of 
literacy like the one advanced here, and this discussion will explore the 
implications of that grounding. If literacy rises from human activity and 
situations, as problematized views of it suggest, we may not, after all, expect 
the same results from applying it as we would if we view it as a species of 
transcendent, selfreferential power capable of elevating all human 
conditions when correctly applied, as many common sense notions suggest. 
This implication is drawn from Scribner's analysis, and beginning with that 
analysis as a guide, the following discussion will also consider the 
relationship between schooling and literacy. While some authorities see a 
fourth metaphor in this relationshipliteracy as schoolingthis discussion 
outlines a more problematized view of it. 
The Metaphors: Literacy as Something More 
The basic tenet of literacy as empowerment for social change,  one of 
Scribner's metaphors for literacy, is that effective literacy education creates 
good, productive citizens of one sort or another. Nineteenth century 
American common school reformers advanced this notion in their drive to 
establish universal public education, and for them citizenship meant a 
conformity to the status quo that would help define and stabilize an 
American work ethic, form of government, and national identity (Gutek; 
Stephens). Unproblematic proposals for literacy education, like those of E. D. 
Hirsch and Phyllis Schlafly, seek a similar process of definition and 
stabilization through authorized forms of literacy. Hirsch's call for a national 
vocabulary of cultural icons, established by scholars and textbook publishers 
and reinforced with nationwide standardized tests every three years, is one 
example of this process. However, literacy conceived of as empowerment for 
transforming the status quo also has historical roots at least as deep as the 32 
turnofthecentury Progressive Era, and models of that notion of literacy 
continue to find support today (Kleibard). 
Paulo Freire, for example, advocates literacy as a means of enabling 
people to analyze and change the conditions of their existence, a relationship 
between literacy and social transformation that could be called synergistic. 
For Freire, the lived context of "reading the world" precedes and informs 
reading the word, while writing the world"transforming it by means of 
conscious practical work"precedes reading it (Freire 35). In other words, 
Freire treats a people's firsthand knowledge of their social condition as the 
first stage of a literacy that enables them to transform those conditions and, in 
turn, improve their literate abilities. Thus, a synergism develops as those 
who work to improve their social conditions realize their need for a better 
understanding, or reading, of those conditions, and that realization supports 
them in attaining literate skills with which they can work effectively to 
understand and improve the conditions of their lives. Jeanne Chall notes 
this synergy when she acknowledges Freire's successful literacy programs 
among impoverished South American farmers: "His first steps are to make 
them conscious of the need for literacy and their entitlement to it" (57). 
Nonetheless, such thoughtful formulations of the relationship 
between literacy and social change reflect the findings of several studies 
which indicate social change may promote literacy more successfully than 
literacy promotes social change (Scribner 76). In Freire's case, his careful 
nurturing of the need for and entitlement to literacy may indeed be literacy 
creating social change, but some credit must accrue to the social changes that 
make a teacher like Freire accessible to learners in the first place. The 
relevant point here, though, is that given the number and types of goals that 
literacy as social empowerment is aimed atconservative, transformative, 
synergisticit is difficult to imagine one definition of literacy or one best 
method of conveying it. Such difficulties favor acceptance of problematized 
views of literacy as bases for discussion and action around literacy. 
Contemporary studies of the economic benefits of literacy yield similar 
results. The unproblematic view of literacy as the ability to read and write as 33 
taught in school holds that literacy increases opportunities for individual and 
social economic advancement, hence Scribner's second metaphor. Historians 
note this theme of opportunity echoing throughout the development of 
American education, sounded first by seventeenth and eighteenthcentury 
Puritans, magnified during the nineteenth century common school 
movement, and refined in twentieth century efforts toward social efficiency 
education (Graff; Gutek; Kleibard). Moreover, in the second half of this 
century, some economists and educators theorized the necessity for 
developing countries to attain a 40% literacy rate among their populations 
before their economies could "takeoff" (Street). Scribner, however, reports 
that the studies questioning the relationship between social change and 
literacy education also "raised doubts about earlier notions that higher literacy 
rates...improve the material conditions of the very poor" (76). She goes on to 
note that such doubts have engendered calls for massive, politicized literacy 
efforts to empower communities on the one hand, and, on the other, for 
"community mobilization around practical, social, and political goals as a first 
step in creating the conditions" conducive to the spread of literacy (76). The 
common sense, unproblematized view of literacy that specified a takeoff rate 
may have failed to recognize that context affects literacy as much as literacy's 
inherent powers affect its context. A problematized view would at least 
suggest a local rather than a universal approach to developing literacy in such 
situations. 
Other research on this topic supports Scribner's observations. 
Historian Harvey Graff finds that economic development in western societies 
from the Middle Ages through the eighteenth century "owed relatively and 
perhaps surprisingly little to popular literacy abilities or schooling" (88). 
According to Graff, industrialization actually reduced the opportunity for 
schooling, and literacy rates consequently fell. He concludes that literacy's 
role in nineteenth century industrial development was as part of the process 
of "training in being trained," a process similar to my definition of schooling 
as the inculcation of social norms (90). Characterizations of late nineteenth 
century American schooling as "an evermore critical mediating institution... 34 
through which the norms and ways of surviving in the new industrial 
society would be conveyed" are congruent with this depiction of schools as 
training grounds rather than bastions of enlightenment (Kleibard 1; Gutek 
116). Graff's conclusion also finds support in suggestions that contemporary 
demands for public school systems to produce higher levels of literacy are led 
by shifts in economic patterns instead of leading to them (Myers 29). 
We may again see in this situation a synergism that problematizes the 
relationship between literacy and economic opportunity as it does that of 
literacy and social change. That is, literacy may be less a driving force for 
economic change than a component that both helps sustain it and draws 
sustenance from it. Higher levels of literacy may provide employment in a 
more automated, information and serviceoriented economy, and 
enhanced literacy may lead to further advances and more opportunity in that 
economy. But they may not. Studies suggest, though, that those 
opportunities result initially from changes in this country's industrial base 
rather than from greater and more widespread literacy skills. This is part of 
the problem of identifying economic development too closely with the 
benefits of literacy. One premise of Eisenson's Really, Now, Why Can't Our 
Tohnnies Read? is that a society sets its own standards of literacy, especially in 
terms of economic opportunity, and the uncertainty principle of literacy 
supports such contextualized, cultural determinations about literacy (30). 
However, that same principle would also point out how disingenuous any 
society would be to raise its standards for literacy as a means of improving its 
economy, declare a literacy crisis, then castigate the existing conveyers of 
literacy for not immediately reaching those new standards. This 
decontextualized approach to setting literacy standards is what has happened 
in the United States, as studies by Resnick and Resnick (cited in the previous 
chapter) demonstrate. Furthermore, such developments form the basis for 
Myers's assertion that 
teachers are being asked to aim for a new standard that... 
like others from the past, results both from a national 
needin this case, the new demands of citizenship in a 35 
democracy and contemporary economic problemsand 
from the previous successes of America's school teachers. 
(31) 
Without a more problematized understanding of literacy than one that sees it 
as a key to everexpanding economic success, as Myers points out, segments 
of a culture may continue to demand change while making change difficult 
by insisting on more of the same past practices in the way of literacy 
education. 
In addition to casting doubt on direct, oneway connections between 
literacy and social change and economic progress, problematized views of 
literacy also challenge "great divide" theories about the effects of literacy on 
cognition. These theories fall under the rubric of "literacy as a state of grace," 
the final metaphor, though Scribner does not specify them there. They assert 
that literacy divides literate cultures, seen as capable of abstract and logical 
thought, from preliterate cultures, which appear reliant on concrete, 
interpersonal, and mythic modes of thought (Brandt; Kaestle; Street). 
Psychologist David Olson argues 
that there is a transition from utterance to text, both 
culturally and developmentally, and that this transition can 
be described as one of increasing explicitness, with language 
increasingly able to stand as an unambiguous or autonomous 
representation of meaning. (176) 
This argument captures much of the character of both the strongtext and 
great divide perspectives of literacy: "meaning is in the text," and the ability to 
manipulate text to impart or derive that meaning marks a watershed in 
cognitive development. These views assert that literacy as a technology 
"fosters [among other things] an objectified sense of time [and] new forms of 
verbal analysis, like the syllogism," thus giving rise to rational thought and 
the "replacement of myth by history and...of magic by skepticism and science." 
Literacy also promotes the rule of law and contributes to "the development of 
individualism in the world of ideas," according to these theories (Kaestle 
99-100). 36 
Given such powers, it is understandable that literacy is seen as  a 
developmental demarcation. However, Brandt observes in Literacy  as 
Involvement that several strongtext theorists, including Olson, 
acknowledge the "interfaces" and "overlappings" of the oral (pre or 
nonliterate) and the literate, and "at times modulate their claims about the 
unique impact of Western literacy" (26). In other words, different contexts 
may require different metaphors as well as different approaches to literacy. 
Furthermore, Brian Street's anthropological approach proposes an alternative 
model of literacy, and he develops skepticism about claims that language and 
thought change under the impact of literacy and the written text. "For the 
moment," Street asserts, "it is sufficient to establish the fact that to speak a 
language at all is to employ abstraction and logic," abilities that strong text 
theory assigns to literate cultures exclusively. He notes further that 
"differences in the content of thought," such as magic or physics, "should not 
blind us to the similarities in the fundamental processes of thought" (25-6). 
His work, Literacy in Theory and Practice, also cites studies pointing out that 
differences between cultures on one side of the great divide are as great as the 
differences in cultures on opposite sides of it (96). 
Perhaps Street's strongest arguments about the effects of literacy on 
cognitive development are those regarding unschooled and preliterate 
children's "logical functions." Here he demonstrates that from the wider 
context of anthropological and linguistic perspectives of literacy, the 
"objective... scientific" tests of those functions are "constructed out of specific 
social conditions and in relation to specific political and economic structures" 
and do not account for similar conditions and structures among the test 
subjects (17-33). Among the studies Street refers to is the one Scribner and 
Cole conducted among the Vai people of western Africa and reported in their 
work The Psychology of Literacy. The Vai have access to three different 
writing systems: English, taught in public schools; Arabic, taught in Muslim 
religious schools; and their native Vai script, predating both of the others 
and taught, essentially, at home. These conditions allowed researchers to 
isolate the cognitive effects of literacy and schooling, and Scribner and Cole 37 
found little evidence to support any grand claims about literacy's influence 
on cognition at either a cultural or individual level. They conclude that 
schooling, not literacy, is the significant cause of any major change in the 
cognitive skills measured by such testing and that those skills seem to be 
advantageous only in school (Street 104). 
Literacy appears as problematic in relation to cognition, then, as it does 
to social change and economic advancement. Considering cognitive 
development in that light, Eric A. Havelock poses a question about literacy 
that reveals some of the problem's depths: 
If it is desirable that a large majority of a modern population 
be literate, can this be accomplished without a prior linkage 
to the poetic and musical [preliterate] inheritance...should 
children be rushed into reading before they have learned to 
speak fluently, to recite, to memorize, and to sing suitable 
verses available in their own tongue? ( 133) 
And on a cultural scale, Havelock continues, can an abstract society like the 
United States ever understand a poetic one like Vietnam? 
Literacy as Schooling 
Clearly Havelock's question has implications for literacy and schooling, 
as do many literacyrelated issues. Literacy, after all, is naturally linked with 
schooling in most people's minds. Consider psychologist David Olson's 
equation of learning to read with learning to go to school, or Hirsch's 
statement that cultural literacy "includes information that we have 
traditionally expected our children to receive in school, but which they no 
longer do" (19). A problematized literacy questions such assumptions, 
seeking a clearer context (e.g. whose culture and tradition) and asking where 
in the curriculum such items from Hirsch's list as Mae West or the 
Thirtynine Articles fit (Hirsch 1993). 
Even before that sort of questioning begins, though, an analysis of the 
"natural" link between schooling and literacy reveals problems with it, just as 38 
the preceding analyses problematized metaphors for literacy in other human 
activities. Consider now the literacy as school metaphor, and note that it 
derives its power from decontextualized notions of schooling and literacy, 
notions that, in the case of literacy, at least, have already been problematized. 
It is noteworthy that the basis for this discussion are concerns that arise 
among strong textgreat divide advocates themselves, positions usually 
associated with more straightforward, unproblematic views of literacy. And it 
may be useful to recall the distinction drawn earlier between schooling and 
education, a distinction that seems somewhat blurred by this metaphor, yet 
one that a problematized literacy would recognize as significant. 
As Brandt notes, strongtext theorist David Olson "blends social, 
cognitive, and linguistic perspectives" of literacy to formulate concerns about 
"the unusual literacy demands of schooling." For Olson, "learning to read 
and learning to go to school are metaphors for each other" (Brandt 20-21). If 
so, central to these metaphors, according to Olson, is the procedure for a 
student to learn an altered conception of language and of rational humans 
based on alphabetic writing and the deductive essay. During this learning 
process, readers realize that, unlike utterance, a printed text 
depends on no cues other than linguistic ones; it represents 
no intentions other than those represented in the text; it is 
addressed to no one in particular...and its meaning is 
precisely that represented by the sentence meaning. (Olson 
187) 
The ability to grasp the meaning explicit in a sentence is the end point of 
intellectual development, as Olson sees it: "Among schooled children," he 
asserts, "meanings are assigned quite readily to the sentence per se." The 
importance of sentence meaning, then, implies schooling based on 
programmatic analyses of letters, sounds, words, and grammar in order to get 
the meaning that is in the text (181-87). 
Very little seems problematic in this program for literacy education 
until we note what social anthropologist and strong text theorist Jack Goody 
has to say about the results of similar programs. Goody concludes that many 39 
of "the reasons for the relative failure of compulsory education" to meet 
certain expectations, may well be found in 
the gap between the public literate tradition of the school and 
the very different and indeed often directly contradictory 
private oral traditions of the pupil's family and peer group. 
(22) 
The problematic aspects of the relationship between literacy and schooling 
enter this gap between traditions, reintroducing the influences of context and 
social involvement in literate acts. 
In such a gap, for instance, grammar is learned and understood in 
context, rather than abstracted from it. Additionally, acceptable standards of 
literacy for schools may differ from acceptable extracurricular standards, 
those of a pupil's peers, family, or job site. Determining which standard is 
correct relies on an extracurricular context, according to Goody and others, 
one that recognizes questions about the role of schooling: should it advance 
literacy through its openended stages of development; or should it remain 
selfreferential, maintaining standards that justify its own standards and 
ontology? These questions support problematized characterizations of 
literacy, and do so from a strongtext point of view. 
Challenges to the literacy as school metaphor encounter two 
immediate difficulties, however. The first is that such challenges appear to 
deprive schools of their role or, perhaps, to demean it.  This interpretation is 
an overstatement. Rather, the problematized view of literacy and schools 
that replaces this metaphor is similar to that of literacy and economic 
development presented earlier: literacy is but one function of schools, and 
schools but one site for literacy development. In keeping with this view, the 
problematized notion of literacy as a continuously developing, openended 
phenomenon that emerges from and enriches lived experience may expand 
the role schools play in developing literacy; for schools may find more success 
in developing literacy by providing a variety of experiences instead of 
insisting on literacy as the sole representation of those experiences. 40 
Reducing this suggestion to the outlines of the phonics versus whole 
language debate oversimplifies it, but it does capture something of its flavor. 
The central point here, however, is that realigning the relationship between 
schools and literacy in terms other than those of the school as literacy 
metaphor could benefit both of them. 
An Historical Context 
The second difficulty that arises from challenging this particular 
metaphor has an historical basis, and it is that basis which is often perceived 
as the natural link between schools and literacy. Chall acknowledges this 
perception and its concomitant difficulty when she admits defining the stages 
of reading development in terms of grade levels because that has been the 
historical structure of schools as conveyers of literacy (80-82). Nonetheless, 
many elements of Stages in the Development of Reading imply support for 
departing from that structure. Brandt also acknowledges the difficulty arising 
from accepting the school as literacy metaphor, pointing out that it benefits 
some students while working to the detriment of others, and suggesting at 
one point 
that if we are going to solve those problems it will help to 
start calling literacy something elsesomething more 
realistic and less disenfranchising...reclaiming social 
involvement as the basis of literate experience and literate 
knowledge. (109) 
Throughout the history of education, other philosophers, researchers, 
and educators have written in the same vein. The contribution to the 
discussion here will be a brief reconsideration of the historical context that is 
the background for perceiving the link between school and literacy as natural, 
inevitable, and unquestionable. This reconsideration will also present a 
history of the current views of literacy, and it will problematize the 
relationship between schools and literacy by focusing on two particular 41 
moments in the history of literacy in the schools. Each moment represents a 
conscious manipulation of the linkage between schools and literacy that was 
probably wellintended but may have led to results that were larger than 
intended. 
Proponents of schooling in the United States consciously linked their 
causes with literacy during these moments, and evidence suggests that in 
each case literacy was the vehicle rather than the intent of their efforts. One 
apparent result has been a metaphor for literacy that seems problematic and 
confusing, transposing ends (literacy) with means (schooling). The intent in 
problematizing literacy and schooling here is to invite reconsideration of 
school structures and their role as the basis for literacy, and to advance efforts 
to ground literacy in human activity again, specifically, the activity of 
education. 
In the metaphor of school as literacy, Olson's distinctions between 
utterance and printed text imply a notion of schooling as a selfcontained, 
selfreferential, selfjustified process, a school for school's sake perspective. 
Accordingly, when students enter this autonomous domain, they leave 
behind their personal experiences, social connections, and economic and 
political concerns, and they work through a straightforward program of 
instruction to attain skills and knowledge, with which they return to their 
extracurricular lives, better for the experience. This view of school and 
education characterizes the pedagogy of late nineteenthcentury classical 
humanism and of its modern avatar, essentialism, which has emerged in 
cycles of about thirty years since then (Gutek; Kleibard). Essentialism is a 
subjectcentered (as opposed to a learnercentered) philosophy of education 
focused on the essentials: the three Rs in elementary school and the five 
essential subjectsEnglish, mathematics, science, history, and foreign 
languagein secondary schools (Ornstein and Hunkin 35). Essentialism 
differs from classical humanism mainly in recognizing the value of modern 
foreign languages over that of Greek and Latin. William Torrey Harris, 
United States Commissioner for Education at the turn of the century, 42 
represents the classical humanist position in his work and in his influence on 
schools, education, and literacy in the United States. 
Harris chaired the powerful Committee of Ten when it convened in 
1892 to reform American education by standardizing its curriculum, and for 
him, literacy is a command of language in reading and writing that 
"emancipated the child from the thralldom of dependence on the spoken 
word," allowing her to reach beyond orality's world of personal experience to 
open the five "windows of the soul." According to Harris, the curriculum to 
deliver this epiphany would stem from "the great resources of civilization, 
not from the vagaries of child interest" (qtd. in Kleibard 28-42). Though 
literacy was basic to Harris's scheme, he believed the school's special role was 
to encourage "conformity to existing social institutions and standards," all of 
whichfrom literacy to standardswere best transmitted through efficient 
instruction in "a graded, structured, and cumulative sequence of studies, 
[which]...lifted the child upward from primitive impulses to civilized life" 
(Gutek 188-89). Harris's conflation of skills and values roughly represents 
many strongtext and essentialist claims about the impact of schooling and 
literacy and may be read as an interpretation of the schooling as literacy 
metaphor. 
However, if we consider this metaphor from the standpoint we have 
established of literacy as a problematized phenomenon, the notion of 
schooling also becomes problematized. Literacy and schooling may then be 
seen as events that should address the developmental needs"the 
contradictory private oral traditions" that Goody mentionsof their 
participants with the intent of connecting with their lived experiences, rather 
than remaining autonomous and selfreferential. Radical humanists like 
Charles Silberman and John Holt and reconceptualists like Paulo Freire are 
the contemporary standardbearers for this position.  It too has roots in late 
nineteenthcentury school reform efforts, however, and those roots indicate 
the depth of this problematized relationship. Developmentalism, as it was 
known then, challenged the classical humanists of the time with its own 
somewhat problematized characterizations of literacy and education. Stanley 43 
Hall, a pioneer in adolescent psychology and the foremost developmentalist, 
urged that reading and writing "be neglected in our system before [the age of] 
eight, and previous school work should focus on stories." Even after that age, 
little written work would take place because good grammar was not expected. 
Instead, "the child should live in a world of sonorous speech" which would 
lay the foundation for correct English at the age of reason, a suggestion 
reminiscent of Havelock's questions about our tendency to break too sharply 
from oral culture for the sake of developing a literate one. It is also a position 
which today's advocates of developmentally appropriate educational practices 
support. (Kleibard 42-51) 
There is more to the schoolliteracy relationship and perceptions of it 
than this pedagogical difference, though this difference was profound enough 
to set off the furor of reform that has marked the past century of American 
education, according to Kleibard. Indeed, despite its focus on the child's 
interests as a legitimate source of curriculum, developmentalism remained a 
bibliocentric pedagogy, similar to Harris's humanism in that way. The stories 
that formed its "world of sonorous speech" came not from the students' own 
experiences and activities, but from selected texts (Gutek 194). This irony both 
sprang from and contributed to the acceptance of the school as literacy 
metaphor, for the first instance of conscious manipulation of this relation­
ship had taken place over fifty years before classical humanism and 
developmentalism split the educational reform agenda. 
Stage One: Literacy as School 
The first conscious conflation of literacy with schooling occurred 
during the common school movement of the nineteenth century. Until the 
middle decades of that century a variety of means of acquiring literacy were 
available, but as the opportunity for universal education spread via the 
common school reform movement, those means were marginalized by the 
public schools. "The Anatomy of Mass Literacy in NineteenthCentury 
United States," by Edward Stevens, Jr. details how common school reformers 44 
consciously undertook this marginalization, representing their schools as the 
primary source of literacy as part of an attempt to establish common schools 
during that period. Though literacy was already high in the United States 
(90% among white adults, according to deCastell and Luke), the common 
school reformers played the literacy card as their strong suit for establishing 
the system of common schooling in this country, and played it so well that by 
1840 literacy was associated primarily with schooling (Stevens 100). 
Until then, agencies besides the public schools had successfully 
promoted literate practices, as the history of colonial education suggests and 
as deCastell and Luke's data on early nineteenth century literacy rates 
indicates. These agencies included families, churches, private schools, and 
grange and scientific organizations that spread the literature of 
technological advance among the general populace (116).  Educational 
historian Herbert Kleibard notes of the nineteenth century, "the printed 
word, unquestionably, was intruding on the insulation that had 
characterized American society in an earlier period" (3). A variety of 
institutions were obviously in place in that society to advance that intrusion 
among those citizens ready to accept it. 
This situation was to be changed, possibly by several factors, including 
increased demands on literacy, but Stevens's study of American literacy 
during that era points out a central cause. Stevens notes that it was 
the major task and accomplishment of midnineteenth 
century common school reformers to convince the American 
public and those who controlled state funds that the primary 
responsibility for a literate nation lay with public schools. 
(116) 
He goes on to explain that the reformers accomplished this task by appealing 
to ideals of moral and civic consensus and by promoting the economic utility 
of schooling. Common school reformers, who had gained little ground until 
they combined "literacy, citizenship, and civilization," as Gutek puts it, 
directed their appeals to the leading citizens of midnineteenth century 
America, assuring them first that the benefits of public schooling would 45 
values and common schools. "The aim of literacy, then, was not 
enlightenment in a general sense, but, rather, a particular way of viewing the 
world" (Stevens 106). 
This assessment of common school literacy matches Gutek's 
description of common schools as agents of social control. 
For example, by using English as the medium of instruction, 
the common schools were expected to create an 
Englishspeaking citizenry; by cultivating a general value 
orientation based on Protestant Christianity, the common 
schools were expected to create a general American ethic. As 
such, the common schools were to be agencies of 
Americanization, which meant the imposition of prescribed 
values on an increasingly heterogeneous multicultural 
population. (87-88) 
Furthermore, Gutek and Stevens both demonstrate that the common 
schools' success all but ended the influence of other agencies for literacy. 
The cause of providing universal access to education must be seen as a 
worthy, perhaps heroic one, and the purpose of this analysis is not to demean 
it. My purpose is, instead, to reflect on the results of that success in order to 
understand the context in which schools presently operate. In terms of 
literacy, this reflection means questioning the development of schools as the 
sole source of literacy. For as Stevens points out, this development "meant 
that the meaning of literacy would become increasingly standardized and 
associated with the process of schooling itself," a meaning that would reflect 
the "motives and expectations of those who came to control the school" (100). 
Stage Two: Literacy as Science 
In fact, as the previous account of differences between classical 
humanism and developmentalism indicates, control of schools in the name 
of reform became the major issue in American education at the turn of the 
century. The ensuing struggle for the American curriculum, as Kleibard 
characterizes it, also set the stage for the second purposive linkage of literacy 46 
public's consciousness as the profiles of other traditional agencies of literacy 
(churches, granges, workers' reading rooms) eroded, and as a new breed of 
professional educators redefined how literacy would be assessed. These 
developments were epitomized by the rise of social efficiency education 
(Kleibard 20-22). 
With its focus on preparing students for their specific roles as good 
citizens and workers, social efficiency education has been a dominant theme 
in American schools throughout the twentieth century, especially because it 
managed to promote its assessment methodsstandardized testingso 
successfully. Likewise, its formulization of literacy as an orderly and 
objectively measurable arrangement of skills and concepts has influenced 
perceptions of literacy in the modern and postmodern eras.  It is interesting 
to note that in some fundamental ways social efficiency educators began 
where the common school reformers had ended, retooling that movement's 
drive for universal education under the aegis of science. 
In 1901, American sociologist Edward Ross examined the dominant 
role that the public, or common, schools had gained by uniting various 
religious, political, and social reform agendas behind a national literacy 
campaign, the first stage of the literacyschooling conflation. Ross argued 
that education had thus become a potent force for social control, replacing 
religion and family in the industrial society.  It was up to curriculum experts, 
school administrators, and teachers, then, to eliminate waste from the 
business of schooling and make the curriculum 
more directly functional to the adult liferoles that America's 
future citizens would occupy. People had to be controlled for 
their own good, but especially for the good of society. (Kleibard 
28) 
Ten years after Social Control appeared, Frederick Taylor, an engineer, 
published Principles of Scientific Management, explaining how analyses of 
skillful workers performing assigned tasks could lead to increased 
productivity by specifying the task and ordering its elements in the most 47 
efficient sequence possible. Addressing the rage for efficiency and the desire 
for social stability in the face of massive social changes in the first decades of 
the twentieth century, Ross and Taylor influenced educators like John Bobbit, 
whose work The Curriculum had a profound impact on the course of studies 
in American schools (Kleibard 99). 
Kleibard notes that in the United States, the field of curriculum as an 
area of specialization in education was born in "a veritable orgy of 
efficiency, and the aftereffects of that orgy have been felt throughout the 
twentieth century" (94). The union of social efficiency education and 
scientific management produced scientific curriculummaking, evident today 
in the goalsandobjectives orientation of curriculum in general and in the 
scope and sequence charts in the teacher's editions of most reading and 
literature series. 
Two developments contemporaneous with the birth of curriculum 
studies added momentum to the rise of social efficiency and changed the 
character of schoolbased literacy as well as public perception of literacy in 
general. A new psychology, advanced by the work of Edward Thorndike, 
suggested a model of the brain analogous to a telephone switchboard, 
supporting the need to educate people in precise and exact ways, connecting 
them to no more information than they needed for their particular roles. A 
second development, the practice of measuring mental abilities by means of 
intelligence quotient points, fit this switchboard concept well and sped its 
acceptance. Though the French educator Alfred Binet had developed the I. Q. 
scale as a tool for diagnosing learning disabilities (and admonished against its 
use otherwise), American psychologists and educators used it as a tool to 
further the social efficiency agenda (Kleibard 109; Owens 182). 
Thorndike's psychological model and social efficiency's demands for 
measurably effective peginthehole schooling led to a shift in methods of 
reading instruction from the traditional modes of memorization, recitation, 
and heuristic literary studies to silent, individual progress through texts and 
responses to "objective" questions about them (DeCastell and Luke). 48 
Furthermore, silent, standardized reading tests became the basis for defining 
literacy. As a result, 
The teaching of reading...the heart of the elementary school 
curriculum, became increasingly dominated by a torrent of 
scientific studies of word frequency such as Thorndike's The 
Teacher's Word Book (1921) and by efforts generally to base 
reading instruction on scientifically determined findings. 
(Kleibard 128) 
This shift from recitation to comprehension as a standard of literacy resulted 
in a pedagogy focused on decoding skills and vocabulary lists. As this 
"scientific" curriculum and pedagogy spread, it completed the second 
conscious linkage between schooling and literacy, in which schools defined 
literacy as that which can be measured by objective tests. 
Objective stipulations about literacy development and standardized 
teaching and testing methods still characterize social efficiency education, and 
its overall effects appear to continue the "increasingly standardized" meaning 
of literacy "associated with the process of schooling itself" that Stevens notes 
in relation to the rise of common schooling via the nineteenth century's 
national literacy campaign. While common schools had advanced 
themselves as the source of literacy, social efficiency education advanced itself 
as the most efficient form of literacy acquisition. In both cases, a limited, 
highly defined form of literacy was the vehicle for these advances, which 
seem to have resulted in the unproblematized view of literacy advanced by 
supporters of the school as literacy metaphor. 
Literacy and Schooling in the Gap 
These highly defined forms were not free of tensions, however, as a 
problematized literacy suggests the case might be. Though social efficiency 
education greatly influenced curricula and perceptions of literacy, its 
assertions and attempts to standardize pedagogy were continuously 
challenged by the developmentalists under the progressive education banner 49 
and by the social meliorists, who viewed schools as agents for social change. 
According to Kleibard, though, none of these movements was ever 
successfully able to claim the curriculum for itself due to a variety of factors, 
including differences between the demands of schooling and those of the 
extracurricular culture, the gap between traditions that Goody noted. Henry 
Giroux's analysis of these various school reform movements, Ideology, 
Culture, and the Process of Schooling, attributes part of the failure 
compulsory education to actualif unconsciousresistance on the part of 
students and teacher to schooling and to reforms not grounded in their own 
lived experiences. Kleibard demonstrates that the attempts to deal with this 
gap and to accommodate the resistance resulted in a blending and reshaping 
of educational principles and objectives among the four major educational 
reform movementsclassical humanism, developmentalism, meliorism, 
and social efficiency educationthroughout their existence. The  same 
blending appears true of their approaches to literacy, and this hybridized 
curriculum has marked much of schooling in the second half of this century 
(Gutek; Kleibard; Ornstein and Hunkins). 
By the mid-1970s, for example, it was possible to find school districts in 
which students first attended a primary school designed on radical open 
school principles related to developmentalism and its contextualized literacy: 
no interior walls and no textbooks. At an age when these students might be 
developing fluency, according to Chall's schema, they entered a traditional 
elementary school that relied on unproblematized social efficiency notions of 
literacy by emphasizing basal readers and word lists; and whether they had 
developed the readingtolearn skills of the next stage of reading 
development or not, students then moved to a progressive, developmentalist 
middle school based on more contextualized whole language development. 
They might then graduate from an essentialist high school after studying 
grammar and literature meant to ensure high standardized test scores rather 
than to foster their ability to construct knowledge based on a text. Such a 
curriculum is problematic not only because of its fragmentation, but also 50 
because each component insists that literacy be defined and achieved in a 
particular way, usually only within the context of the school. 
However, one measure of any curriculumdevelopmental, 
traditional, meliorist, or scientificsince American educational managers 
discovered Binet's diagnostic tool, has been standardized tests. From the 
Army's alpha and beta tests of World War I to the latest revision of the 
Scholastic Aptitude Tests, these tests have had a constant effect on schooling 
in the United States (Kleibard). In his study of the Educational Testing 
Service, David Owens asserts 
As long as the tests provide, or seem to provide, the standard 
by which society's rewards are allocated, schools will 
inevitably remake themselves in the image of the tests.  (265) 
This highly defined image is also problematic, and, according to a 
problematized view of literacy and schooling, it is more the image of social 
efficiency education and scientific curriculummaking than that of a literate 
populace. Yet this image continues to be reflected in some pedagogies' 
preference for straightforward, common sense literacy curricula of phonics, 
grammar, and "objective" tests about canonical knowledge. Furthermore, 
reliance on those curricula may continue, despite the lack of evidence for 
instrumental connections between them and literacy as it functions and is 
understood beyond schooling because, as some curriculum specialists note, 
"assessment drives instruction" (Mayher; Marzano 11). 
The problematized forms of literacy advocated here may help change 
that image. A high school short story writing course I teach offers examples 
of how that image might change and how a problematized approach to 
literacy shapes perceptions and practices in school. This course is neither an 
advanced course for those students who have proved themselves creative, 
prolific, and literate enough to deserve enrichment, nor is it a haven for 
students whose skills are minimal and whose interest in English can be 
piqued only by the warmfuzziness of the "creative" label. Both sorts of 
students and the spectrum between them make up these classes. A highly 51 
structured school and a tightly defined conceptualization of literacy might 
find this arrangement problematic because the course's objectives, materials, 
and methods of evaluation would seem insufficiently focused to meet the 
needs of both groups equitably. A problematized literacy focuses on literate 
characteristics as contextualized abilities that enable participants to create 
significant texts, though, and it works to provide opportunities for a wide 
range of students. Those opportunities aim to develop students' literacy 
skills by engaging them with a text at whatever skilllevel allows them to 
succeed and enhance those skills, instead of simply measuring those skills as 
adequate or not, literate or illiterate. 
A concrete example of these activities is the weekly vocabulary 
assignment. This assignment asks students to select their own vocabulary 
words from reading assignments, some of which are also selfselected by the 
individual student. Students must then turn in definitions and context 
sentences for each word, and they are eventually tested on their accumulated 
lists.  In completing this assignment, students work from their individual 
contexts, selecting words that are interesting and meaningful to them, and 
advancing their understanding of the language by making that meaning and 
interest clear to others through the context sentences. This work is possible 
for students at any level of vocabulary development, and it keeps that 
development in process instead of frustrating it by demanding too much 
from students with limited vocabularies and too little from students with 
larger vocabularies, conditions that teachermade lists may achieve 
simultaneously. 
The assignment also calls on students to heighten awareness of their 
role in the process of reading, and it encourages the lifelong habit of looking 
up unfamiliar words, an awareness and a habit that may be blunted when 
teachers provide vocabulary study words. Of course, this assignment is open 
to abuses. Students may select easy or already familiar words simply for the 
sake of good grades, for example, but they may (and do) also simply cram 
teacherassigned word lists just long enough to get good grades. The image 52 
that problematized literacy prefers to this schooloriented one is that of 
literacy as an openended, lifelong activity. 
This method of vocabulary development is but one example of 
approaches that a problematized literacy suggests and in which problematized 
and common sense approaches may differ. Another example of 
contextualization, participation, and selfevaluation from the same course is 
the classgenerated definition of what makes a short story, which then serves 
as a goal for student writing and a basis for evaluation. Again, instead of 
dictating an authorized definition of short story, the teacher authorizes the 
students to think and evaluate their own literary experiences by providing 
the materials and the intellectual climate that enables them to arrive at such 
definitions. 
Context building activities are possible in other language arts curricula 
as well, as are other ways of refocusing the image of literacy. For example, a 
problematized image of literacy in school could help resolve tensions 
between oral and silent reading as teaching methods by making room in the 
curriculum for oral reading because of its more clearly participatory nature. 
That image would also include devoting class time to independent reading 
because it recognizes that members of a group of readers will probably view a 
multitude of texts as significant for a variety of reasons, from content to 
reading level; that image would include collaborative writing and learning 
because such activities exercise a variety of literate abilities for constructing 
meaning; and that image would make room in the curriculum for activities 
that develop the thinking skills that support such learning and writing. 
Previous studies of literacy have problematized its relation to 
economic progress, social change, and personal salvation, and this study 
further problematizes the relationship between schooling and literacy.  It does 
not mean to suggest that schools should not concern themselves with 
promoting literacy and providing individuals an arena in which to improve 
their literate abilities, but it does suggest that highly defined views of literacy 
and dogmatic pedagogy should be examined for what they have to offer 
within particular contexts, rather than simply accepted as solutions to all 53 
problems related to literacy. The understanding about schools and literacy 
that this history develops from a problematized background should enable us 
to ask of any pedagogy which of its aspects benefits schooling, and which 
aspects benefit literacy. 54 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
 
Though certain forms of literacy may dominate both classrooms and 
discussions about education, investigations into the nature of literacy itself 
suggest that such dominance may lead to misconceptions about literacy. A 
substantial body of research supports a problematized view of literacy as a 
contextualized phenomenon that both evolves from and influences human 
activities like education, schooling, and social transformation. A 
problematized literacy keeps the means of developing literacy and the 
standards for measuring literacy open to dialogue and revision. This study 
began with my questions about one school administrator's attempts to use a 
language arts curriculum as a means to attain his educational reform goals. 
Early answers to those questions raised further questions about the 
connection between literacy and schooling, and from that point I chose to 
pursue a better understanding of literacy. 
Attempts to define literacy led me to a variety of sources, each with a 
different focus and a different conception of the phenomenon. From Jeanne 
Chall's careful caveats about reading development and grade levels to 
Deborah Brandt's suggestion that we call literacy something different, and 
from E. D. Hirsch's cultural literacy to Paulo Freire's liberation literacy, the 
variety of literacies create a multifaceted image of this uniquely human 
activity.  Still, several elements shared within this variety contribute to that 
image: text and context, participant and ability; and their interactions seemed 
to be such that focusing on one as a defining characteristic blurred the others 
without diminishing their significance. The analogy between literacy and 
Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle emerged from these efforts toward 
understanding literacy and helped clarify it as a problematized phenomena, 
opening further avenues of inquiry with each possible definition and 
resolution that arose. 
One significant context for literate practices and for inquiries into them 
is schooling. This context is so significant, in fact, that many people conceive 55 
of the link between school and literacy as a natural one. Yet the nature of this 
connection had been the source of questions that began this investigation and 
led to a problematized understanding of literacy. And that understanding 
reciprocated by raising enough questions about the "natural" schooling 
literacy relationship to problematize it as well. This development suggests 
that statements identifying schools as transmitters of a body of traditional 
information may not be the final word, that concerns for standardized test 
scores may be misplaced, and that challenges to critical thinking curricula that 
do not support literate culture may require thorough examination. Even 
strong text theorists' assertions that compulsory education develops 
intellectual competence that would otherwise go largely undeveloped become 
topics for further consideration. 
Perhaps, though, the immediate significance of understanding a bit 
more about the nature of literacy in relation to schooling is the perspective it 
provides for anyone concerned with literacy, a perspective from which to 
make choices about literate practices, to decide what to do next to enable 
people to improve their literacy without confusing it with the demands of 
schooling. Problematized views of literacy prove valuable in forming this 
perspective, and in support of such problematized views, this pursuit of 
literacy pauses here. 56 
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